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Budget Restructuring

Preliminary Recommendations for the Allocation of Centrally Budgeted
Student Services Commitments

Overview

The purpose of this document is to present recommendations for the allocation of

centrally budgeted student services commitments in a budget restructuring environment.

Presented below are the recommendations along with a discussion of issues and

implications for colleges and central administration.

Budget Restructuring 8 specifically addresses the allocation of student services

commitments.
“Student Services – This category includes services provided by the Office of Student Affairs,

Enrollment Services (Financial Aid Administration, Admissions and the Registrar’s Office),

University College, the Graduate School and student financial aid funded by the General Fund.

We propose that services provided by Student Affairs be offset against the General Fee, which is

the current practice and that most of these other services be billed directly based on the credit

hours generated by a college.  Central costs of advising, UVC, the Graduate School and financial

aid tend to vary with the level of enrollment and the college of enrollment and an effort to develop

a more refined cost allocation rule would seem to be in order in such cases.”

Recommendations

The goal is to allocate the student services commitments using the most appropriate

allocation mechanisms without creating undue complexity.  Attachment 1 provides a

summary of the proposed methodology.  The results of the allocation are used in the Base

Budget Scenario for FY 1996 – FY 1999.  The Base Budget Scenario is available on the

Resource Planning and Institutional Analysis website at www.rpia.ohio-state.edu.

It is recommended that the student services commitments are separated into five cost

pools and allocated using five separate allocation mechanisms.  Each cost pool is

discussed below.
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Undergraduate Specific Commitments – Cost Pool 1

Undergraduate specific commitments include the Office of Undergraduate Admissions,

Office of Student Financial Aid, University College excluding UVC advising, and

undergraduate student financial aid funded by the general fund.  It is recommended that

these commitments be allocated to colleges based on undergraduate credit hours.

Issues:

Ø In the Budget Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, the commitments specific to the

Office of Undergraduate Admissions are not identified separately as Undergraduate

Admissions is not a separate department.  However, with the ARMS implementation,

Undergraduate Admissions will be a separate organization within the Office of

Enrollment Management.  Therefore, the commitments can be isolated and allocated

accordingly beginning in FY2001.  In the Base Budget Scenario, all Admissions

commitments, undergraduate and graduate, are in cost pool 5 since the departments

are not yet separated.

Graduate Specific Commitments – Cost Pool 2

Graduate specific commitments include the Office of Graduate/International Admissions,

the Graduate School, and graduate fee authorizations budgeted centrally.  It is

recommended that the graduate specific commitments be allocated to colleges based on

graduate credit hours.

Issues:

Ø In the Budget Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, the commitments specific to the

Office of Graduate/International Admissions are not identified separately as that area

is not a separate department.  However, with the ARMS implementation, this office

will be a separate organization within the Office of Enrollment Management.

Therefore, the commitments can be isolated and allocated accordingly beginning in

FY2001.  As discussed above, for the Base Budget Scenario, all admissions

commitments are in cost pool 5.

Ø Since centrally funded graduate fee authorizations by college are not easily available

in a database, it is recommended that graduate credit hours be used as an allocation

mechanism.  A recommendation is under development in RPIA regarding the
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recording of fee authorizations in ARMS.  If, in the future, graduate fee

authorizations can be isolated easily by college, then the expense should be allocated

to the appropriate college.

Arts and Sciences Advising Commitments – Cost Pool 3

Arts and Sciences advising commitments are specific to undergraduate students enrolled

in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences.  It is recommended that these commitments are

allocated to Arts and Sciences colleges based on undergraduate degrees awarded by

college within Arts and Sciences.

Issues:

Ø It is recommended that degrees be used as the allocation mechanism rather than credit

hours because the college where a student obtains the degree is the end result of Arts

and Sciences advising.  Using undergraduate credit hours as the allocation mechanism

would significantly shift costs onto the College of Math and Physical Sciences and

the College of Humanities as all undergraduate students, regardless of their final

degree, take a significant number of credit hours in those colleges.  Of total FY98

undergraduate credit hours, SBS had 19%, MAPS 18% and Humanities 23%.  Of

total FY98 undergraduate degrees awarded, SBS had 25%, MAPS 2% and

Humanities 9%.

Ø An argument against using degrees awarded as an allocation mechanism is that

current year commitments are allocated on current year degrees awarded even though

the end result (degrees awarded) of current year advising commitments will not be

realized until the future.  This should only be an issue if the trend in degrees awarded

shifts significantly from year-to-year.  This allocation mechanism should be re-

evaluated after a few years to see if it might be more appropriate to use a three-year

average of degrees awarded to smooth out any significant changes.

Ø Using majors as an allocation mechanism has been discussed as an option.  However,

this presents several drawbacks.  Students may change majors one or more times.

Major is a self-reported field by the student thus subject to some degree of

inaccuracy.  Over 20% of students either list their major as undecided or UVC.
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Using majors would not present an accurate representation of the usage of Arts and

Sciences advising.

Ø For students who receive more than one degree (double major/duel degree), it is

recommended that each degree be counted equally since the coursework was

completed for each degree.  It is recommended that an analysis be done of duel

degrees, particularly with regard to whether the degrees are within the same college

or cross-college.  If there are a significant number of duel degrees within the same

college, “double” allocating the commitments could result in unintended negative

financial consequences.

Ø In the Budget Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, Arts and Sciences undergraduate

credit hours is used as an allocation mechanism as a proxy for degrees awarded.

RPIA is working on developing a database for degrees awarded.

University College Advising Commitments – Cost Pool 4

University College advising commitments are specific to undergraduate students and

primarily lower division students. It is recommended that these commitments be allocated

to all colleges based on undergraduate degrees awarded by college.

Issues:

Ø The issues for the allocation of UVC advising expenses are the same as those for Arts

and Sciences advising expenses.  Again, the end result of the advising is the degree

awarded.

Ø Some colleges maintain their own undergraduate advising staff and may not feel it is

appropriate to bear a portion of the cost of UVC advising.  However, UVC does incur

a cost in advising undergraduate students who are attempting to become admitted to

competitive undergraduate programs (i.e. Business, Engineering, Allied Medicine).

Ø In the Budget Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, undergraduate credit hours is used

as an allocation mechanism as a proxy for degrees awarded.  As mentioned above,

RPIA is working on developing a database for degrees awarded.
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Other Student Services Commitments – Cost Pool 5

These student services commitments include the Office of Student Affairs, Student

Unions, and Office of the Registrar.  General fee resources and other fee resources are

subtracted from these commitments.  It is recommended that these commitments be

allocated to all colleges based on total credit hours, including undergraduate, graduate

and professional credit hours.  As discussed previously, in the current modeling, the

expenses for the Office of Admissions are in cost pool 5.  After the ARMS

implementation, the costs will be separated into undergraduate and graduate/international

and allocated in those specific cost pools.

Data Issues

Degrees Awarded

RPIA is working with the Registrar’s Office to obtain the database for degrees awarded

by college.   This database will require some analysis to ensure accuracy by college.  In

the Budget Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, undergraduate credit hours were used as

a proxy.

Credit Hours as an Allocation Mechanism

In the Budget Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, the credit hour data reflects the 15th

day snapshot of credit hours.  It includes only those students who are registered and have

paid fees by the 15th day of each academic quarter.  For budget restructuring purposes, it

is recommended that the modeling and reporting in the future use the end of quarter data.

This database would include all students registered on the 15th day of each academic

quarter who paid their fees by the end of the quarter.  Based on experience with the

revenue enhancement program, a small subset of students do not pay their fees by the 15th

day but are registered by the 15th day and pay their fees by the end of the quarter.  The

university receives the fee revenue so it is appropriate to include these students.  RPIA is

working with the Registrar’s Office to obtain this database.
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Other Issues

College of Law - Semester versus Quarter Credit Hours

The College of Law is on semesters rather than quarters.  Therefore, using credit hours as

an allocation mechanism for Law without converting their semester credit hours to

quarter credit hours would result in an underallocation of expenses to Law.  In the Budget

Restructuring Base Budget Scenario, semester credit hours have been converted to

quarter credit hours.

Office of Student Financial Aid

In the proposed methodology, the Office of Student Financial Aid is included in the cost

pool for undergraduate specific commitments.  Most of the professional colleges and the

graduate programs have financial aid staff within their colleges for graduate and

professional students.  The allocation of commitments strictly on undergraduate credit

hours acknowledges that fact.  If it were decided to allocate the commitments of the

Office of Student Financial Aid on total credit hours rather than undergraduate credit

hours, approximately 10% of the costs allocated would shift from Arts and Sciences to

the professional colleges and the Health Sciences colleges.
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Attachment 1

Proposed Methodology for Allocation of Student Services
Expenses

Dollars in thousands
FY1999 General Funds Budget Shown

Cost Pool 1
Undergraduate Specific

Undergraduate Admissions * see below
Office of Student Financial Aid $3,971
UVC excluding UVC Advising $2,520
Undergraduate Financial Aid $22,088

Total $28,579
Allocation mechanism: Ugrad Credit Hours

Cost Pool 2
Graduate Specific

Graduate School $5,937
Graduate/International Admissions * see below
Graduate Aid Enrollment $1,654
Graduate Fee Authorizations $8,418

Total $16,009
Allocation mechanism: Grad Credit Hours

Cost Pool 3
Arts and Sciences Specific

Arts and Sciences Advising/Administration $2,208
Allocation mechanism: A&S Degrees Awarded

Cost Pool 4
University College Specific

UVC Advising $1,797
Allocation mechanism: Ugrad Degrees Awarded

Cost Pool 5
All Students

Office of Student Affairs $11,064
Admissions (see below $7,683
Student Unions $1,750
Office of the Registrar $5,033
General Fee Income ($14,000)
Other Misc. Fee Income ($3,175)

Total $8,355
Allocation mechanism: Total Credit Hours

Total Costs to be Allocated
$56,948

*Note:  The current Office of Admissions will have separate organizations in ARMS for
Undergraduate Admissions and Graduate/International Admissions, thus those costs
can be separated beginning FY2001.
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